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Abstract
In this comment on Partha Dasgupta and Sanjeev Goyal’s “Narrow Identities”, I
argue that narrow identities are an extreme phenomenon, I review how Dasgupta and
Goyal model the emergence of narrow identities, and suggest avenues for extension of
the model. In doing so, I propose a new definition of narrow identities and emphasize two paths through which they can emerge, one through intergroup dynamics and
another through intragroup dynamics.
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Multidimensional Identities

Up until the first agricultural revolution 12,000 years ago, the population of homo sapiens
lived in small bands of nomadic families consisting of 25-50 members (Henrich, 2017). They
were hunter-gatherers, highly egalitarian, did not engage in economic exchange, and divided
labor based on age and sex. Marriage was exogamous and patrilocal. When a band grew too
large, it split. Identity was based on rules tied to ancestral lineage, and the scope for identity
choice was limited. Since humans began to permanently settle and domesticate plants and
animals, there has been a dramatic increase in social complexity driven by the invention
of writing, money, cities, democracy, world religions, scientific and industrial revolutions,
nuclear power, space travel, and the internet, among many other developments. These
products of cultural evolution have provided people with immense scope within which to
develop and project ideas of who they are and what is their place in the world.
Our identities, both personal and social, are structured in a particular way, with multiple
dimensions such as ethnicity, gender, class, religion, nationality, sexual orientation, political
preferences, and cultural tastes. We might interact with a neighbor based on our geographic
proximity and mutual interest in cooperation without any attention paid to, though possibly
with full knowledge of, the other aspects of our identities which do not exactly match. This
is not a surprise to anyone. It is a universal human experience and could be described as a
natural state. What is puzzling is that at certain points in history, a dimensionality reduction
takes place, and society becomes suddenly and radically simplified. Social interactions and
conflict become narrowly organized around one salient dimension of identity, with all other
dimensions switched off. A personal example may help to illustrate.
As a child in Sri Lanka, my family were caught up in the 1983 riots, which came to be known
as Black July. When the riots broke out in our area, my grandfather was at the family
businesses. Before my father attempted to reach him, he phoned and told my grandfather
that if he did not arrive by a specific time, my grandfather should leave and seek shelter
in the neighboring Sinhalese-owned business. My grandfather knew the owner well and had
rescued him financially on several occasions, so it was assumed to be safe. When he entered
the premises, the owner, who was surrounded by several others, addressed him in the Tamil
language, telling him curtly to ‘sit down there’. In this way, my grandfather was marked
out as Tamil, the ethnic minority being targeted by the communal violence. The peculiar
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thing is that, though my grandfather was indeed of Tamil ethnicity, he did not identify
as such. As a member of the liberal cosmopolitan class, he almost never spoke the Tamil
language (certainly never to his Sinhalese friend). In fact, all languages except for English
were prohibited at home. The complex identity that he had built over the course of his
life—businessman, film critic, husband, father, and so forth—had in a few hours of rioting
been collapsed into one aspect, which he did not choose and which was neither central to his
self-conception nor, up to that point, to his social identity. We can surmise that this sudden
and imposed narrowing of his identity had as profound an impact on him as the looting and
burning of his businesses. After meticulously organizing his life around work for over forty
five years, he never worked another day.
Unfortunately, such narrow identification—an extreme phenomenon—dominates theoretical
and empirical work in economics to the point at which readers may lose sight of the broad
identities which they encounter everywhere in their daily lives. Understanding identity is
an important step toward broadening the scope of economics to encompass the social and
political environment in which market behavior is embedded. Inspired by the seminal work
of G. Akerlof and Kranton (2000, 2010), economists are now examining the effect of identity
on many forms of economic behavior. However, the concept of identity that has been mostly
employed is unidimensional, with notable exceptions such as Sen (2006), R. Akerlof (2017),
Sambanis and Shayo (2013), and Carvalho and Pradelski (2020). This is an important omission, and not just in the study of conflict. For example, Carvalho and Pradelski (2020) show
that standard approaches to reducing structural inequality that treat identity dimensions as
independent can be counterproductive. Due to spillovers across identity dimensions, such as
race and gender, interventions that aim to reduce inequality along one identity dimension
can increase inequality along another. More holistic approaches are required that account
for the multidimensionality of identity and the connections between identity dimensions.
Nobody has done more than Amartya Sen to call such issues to the attention of economists
and bring them within the scope of economic analysis. Sen (2006) shows how historical
episodes of conflict are triggered by identity-based concerns and in particular “[...] the odd
presumption that the people of the world can be uniquely categorized according to some
singular and overarching system of partitioning” [p. xii, emphasis in original]. Sen’s proposed
solution is simple. Identity-based conflict, Sen proposes, can be solved through epistemic
means by escaping (mentally) from a singular conception of identity. Narrow identification
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is seductive and can be exploited by “artisans or terror” [p. 2]. The solution is to switch to
the right, more complex conception of identity through individual will. Identity should not
be viewed purely as inherited, but also shaped by individual choice. I wholeheartedly agree
with Sen that narrow identification is the exception, not the rule. It is not a natural state
from which we must plot an escape route, but rather an extreme and unnatural one from
which we must wonder how we got there. But then the question arises: if we have plural
identities, why do narrow identities emerge at all? A clearer map of the paths to narrow
identities will tell us how to better avoid identity-based conflict. Dasgupta and Goyal (2019)
[DG] take up this question in their paper titled “Narrow Identities”.

2

The Dasgupta-Goyal Model of Narrow Identities

DG recognize that narrow identities form through social interactions and that groups play
an important role in this process. This is a major advance. Because narrow identities are an
equilibrium phenomenon they cannot be undone through individual will and right thinking
alone. Specifically, DG’s model consists of a finite population N of individuals and two
groups, A and B. Individuals and groups are ex ante identical. Individuals can choose to
join one or both of the groups. Only the extensive margin (membership) is considered, not
the time or effort devoted to each group. The payoff from joining a group k is increasing in
the size of group k and also a function of the size of the other group k 0 . An individual i is
said to have a narrow identity if i joins only one of the groups. Society can be said to have
narrow identities when each individual i ∈ N joins exactly one group. Note that narrow
identities can exist in a monomorphic equilibrium (where all individuals join one group) or
a polymorphic equilibrium (where different individuals join different groups). Disregarding
membership costs, narrow identities do not occur without the intervention of group leaders,
who maximize aggregate group payoffs. The main conclusion of the paper is that narrow
identities emerge as an equilibrium when (i) groups impose negative externalities on each
other that are increasing in group size (e.g. competition for scarce resources) and (ii) group
leaders respond to this by imposing restrictions on dual membership to limit the size of the
other group.
The DG model is a club model in the tradition of Iannaccone (1992) and the subsequent
literature on religious clubs (Iannaccone, 1998; Iyer, 2016; Carvalho, 2019). There are, however, notable differences. In the DG model, as in the religious club model, rules governing
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outside activity by group members play a critical role. There are two types of rules explored in the religious clubs literature. The first is stigmatizing behavioral practices and
proscriptions imposed by religious groups, which act as a tax on outside activity (Iannaccone, 1992; Aimone, Iannaccone, Makowsky, and Rubin, 2013; Carvalho, 2013; Carvalho and
Koyama, 2016). These rules work to reduce outside activity even when inputs to the club
(e.g. religious effort) are difficult to monitor. Second, religious clubs can impose a minimum
participation constraint on group activity or equivalently cap the amount of time/money
group members spend on outside activity (Carvalho, 2016; Carvalho and Sacks, forthcoming). The restriction on group membership that arises in equilibrium in the DG model is
closer to the second type of rule. The difference is that the DG model focuses on the extensive margin and does not consider the intensive margin, that is, the amount of time,
effort, or money devoted to the group. The focus on membership choice, however, allows the
authors to study participation in multiple groups, something not explored by religious club
models. The purpose of membership rules in the DG model also bears some resemblance
to the purpose of membership rules in the religious clubs literature. In the religious club
model, restrictions on outside activity play a strategic role in screening out uncommitted
types and inducing club members to divert resources to the club. In this way, restrictions
on outside activity limit the standard free-rider problem in collective production. In the DG
model, they limit negative externalities generated by other groups. For example, in a conflict
setting, restrictions on membership in the DG model mean that individuals need to ‘pick a
side’, and cannot benefit regardless of which side wins. The difference is that the religious
club model focuses on intragroup externalities while the DG model focuses on intergroup
extrenalities, an important distinction to which I will return below.

2.1

Extensions

There are three immediate ways one can build on the work of DG in studying narrow identities and identity-based conflict. First, identities can be made explicitly multidimensional,
as suggested by the context I have provided above. Of course, it is possible to interpret
DG’s model in this way, with each group k ∈ {A, B} representing one dimension of an individual’s identity. By choosing both groups, an individual identifies with both aspects of
their identity. Otherwise, they have a narrow identity. Since each individual has the same
choice set {A, B}, this interpretation applies only to homogeneous populations. Second, the
very notion of identity suggests ex ante heterogeneity, which could be built into the model.
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Third, multidimensionality and heterogeneity point to different means of defining narrow
identities.
I will suggest one possible definition. Let each individual i’s identity be denoted by a vector
xi = (xi1 , xi2 , . . . xik , . . . xiK ) ∈ RK , where xik is a coding of i’s identity in dimension k, for
example, gender (male=0, female=1), race (white=0, black=1). The distance between two
identities xi and xj is not the standard Euclidean distance. Rather, each individual has a
(weighted) perceived distance from every other.1 Let i’s perceived distance from j be given
by
v
u K
uX
di (xi , xj ) = t
θik (xik − xjk )2 ,

(1)

k=1

where θik ∈ [0, 1] is the weight i assigns to identity dimension k and

PK

k=1 θik

= 1. The

broadness of i’s identity is captured by the distribution of weights over the identity dimensions. An identity is narrow if an individual assigns almost all weight to one identity
dimension (e.g. ethnicity).2 Note that in some circumstances the weights are best thought
of as homogeneous: θik = θk for all i ∈ N . In other circumstances, they are likely to vary
across individuals.
Now consider a repeated population game in which players are matched in pairs and the
payoff to a player i from interaction with j is decreasing in the perceived distance di (xi , xj ).
In addition, for each player i, we can let the weights {θik }K
k=1 evolve as a function of the
history of play, including past choices in pairwise interactions, individual investments in
identity, and political interventions. Thus, individuals can reduce their perceived social
distance to some members of the population and increase their perceived social distance to
others. In this way, the ‘singular and overarching system of partitioning’ described by Sen
(2006) can come into being.
Note that DG allude at the end of their paper to a variant of their model in which individuals choose between exclusive (i.e. narrow) identities which increase social distance and
1

This requires that identity be measured in each dimension according to an interval scale, in addition to
comparability across dimensions.
2
One specific measure of the broadness of i’s identity is entropy (Shannon, 1948):
H(θi ) = −

K
X
k=1
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θik log(θik ).

(2)

shared identities which reduce social distance. This variant can be interpreted as a reducedform version of the model suggested here. A version of it has already been studied by
Carvalho (2017, Section 3.1), who examines the conditions under which exclusive equilibria
are stochastically stable. By analyzing a richer model of multidimensional identity, we could
make further progress in understanding how narrow identities emerge.

3

Paths to Narrow Identities

While a formal model is beyond the scope of this comment, one can still distinguish between two different paths to narrow identities. Narrow identification is an extreme outcome,
and extreme outcomes typically arise from positive feedbacks. The two paths correspond
to positive feedback processes operating between and within groups. Similarly, Carvalho
and Sacks (2021) analyze a dynamic model in which identity-based organizations can, under certain conditions, strengthen identification within an identity group over time. This
can occur via different paths, most notably through biased cultural transmission (withingroup) and endogenous discrimination (between-groups). However, identity in their model
is unidimensional, so the narrowing of identity is not examined.

3.1

Intergroup Dynamics

To illustrate, suppose each individual i can take an action e that is helpful or an action
h that is harmful to their partner in an interaction. We know that individuals care more
about ingroup than outgroup members, even when there are minimal differences between
groups (Chen and Li, 2009). With multidimensional identities, we can suppose that action
e yields a larger payoff to i than h if and only if the perceived social distance between i
and j, di (xi , xj ), is sufficiently small. For each individual i ∈ N and identity dimension
t
k = 1, . . . , K, the identity weight θik
increases at time t if i is matched with a player who has

a different identity in dimension k and who chooses h. If e is chosen, the identity weights
remain unchanged.
Consider a state in which identification is ‘broad’, i.e. θik is equally distributed across identity
dimensions. Then e could be chosen by all players, and identification would continue to be
broad. Let us now shock the system. Suppose that individuals either have identity 0 or
1 in dimension k, and let there be, for some reason, a sequence of plays of h whenever 0
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t
rises for all players in such matches.
and 1 types (in dimension k) are matched. Then θik

Eventually, h could become a best response. In this way, persistent conflict emerges between
the 0s and 1s in identity dimension k, regardless of all they might have in common along other
dimensions. The negative shock setting society down this path can come from decentralized
forces. However, it can also be, and often is, engineered by political entrepreneurs. For
example, in the case of Black July in Sri Lanka, electoral rolls and lists of Tamil-owned
businesses were released to rioters so they could efficiently target Sri Lankan Tamil homes
and businesses. This event itself was preceded by a gradual escalation of ethnoreligious
conflict and led to a full-blown civil war (Tambiah, 1992; Powell and Amarasingam, 2017).
This path to narrow identification through intergroup dynamics is the closest to the DG
model of narrow identities.

3.2

Intragroup Dynamics

A second path, not considered by DG, is created by interactions within groups, as exemplified
by the formation of cults. A cult is a strict sect whose doctrine is at variance with the
mainstream culture in which it is located (Stark and Bainbridge, 1985). Absorption into a
cult can be thought of as a process of narrowing identity:
The same story makes the headlines again and again. An anguished family is
trying to “rescue” its child, who has, the parents charge, been “’stolen” by a
cult, sometimes after only a single weekend of involvement. The parents describe
the child as a humorless “zombie” - where formerly he or she was self-possessed,
intelligent and completely “normal.”
Collins (1982), New York Times
The three main theories of cult formation described by Bainbridge and Stark (1979)—the
psychopathology model, the entrepreneur model, and the subculture-evolution model—have
two common elements. Firstly, the cults provide compensators, that is, relationships, experiences, or material goods that members find missing in their regular lives. Perhaps the
most important compensator produced by such groups is a sense of meaning and belonging
(Carvalho, forthcoming). Secondly, these group-specific goods are produced through social
interaction within the group. In particular, the subculture-evolution model views cults as
“the expression of novel social systems, composed of intimately interacting individuals who
7

achieve radical cultural developments through a series of many small steps” (Bainbridge and
Stark, 1979, p. 283).
This can be modeled within the framework suggested here as follows. Each individual chooses
whether to join one of a number of groups or interact in an unrestricted manner in mainstream society. Suppose there is a set of individuals G ⊂ N whose members have a rare trait
in dimension k, for example, a rare cosmological belief. (They could well have mainstream
traits in all other dimensions.) Suppose also that interacting in a group increases the weight
on identity dimensions in which there is low within-group variation but high between-group
variation. Then, if members of the set G find each other and form a group, θik would rise
for i ∈ G. This shift in identification makes the group more valuable to members. As such,
a group leader could elicit larger contributions to club goods, making group membership
even more valuable (see Carvalho, 2016, 2020). Through such a process, the group can
gradually become more cohesive and group members more narrowly identified with their
rare dimension-k identity. This is one possible model of cult formation. Note that such
groups are mostly nonviolent. However, under certain conditions, strict clubs can transition
to violent activity (Berman, 2009; Berman and Laitin, 2008) or be infiltrated by militants
(Carvalho, forthcoming).

4

Concluding Remarks

DG’s paper is an important advance in understanding identity formation and conflict. As
narrow identities are formed through social interactions regulated by groups, narrow identification cannot be undone through individual will and right thinking alone. In the DG
model, narrow identities emerge as an equilibrium when groups impose negative externalities on each other that are increasing in group size and group leaders respond to this by
imposing restrictions on dual membership to limit the size of the other group. By examining
membership in multiple groups, DG perform an extension of the standard club model in the
economics of religion. The DG model paves the way for a fuller, dynamic analysis of the formation of narrow identities. I have made several suggestions for extensions in this comment,
including (1) explicitly multidimenional identities, (2) heterogeneity, and (3) a new definition of narrow identities. In terms of dynamics, there is an important distinction to be made
between positive feedback effects within and between groups. Of course, much more needs
to be done, both theoretically and empirically, to flesh out these models. Such work could
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enrich our understanding of identity formation and thereby help to mitigate identity-based
conflict.
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